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Beta is a name that symbolizes one life, the family, one time, two 
faiths and two cultures, and above all love, devotion, persistence, 
and the most important values of life.

I still remember my grandma’s inspirational stories, so descriptive 
that it was not diffi  cult for me to imagine and visualize all the 
details about her family and their hotel Černý Kůň. Hotel, of not 
many big size, was favorite, as other Výletní restaurace, among 
the people of Prague, who were happy to run from the center to 
have a beer under the chestnuts. Even today you can feel in every 
space a special atmosphere and the spirit of that time.

Unfortunately, the state today is far from optimal. Th ere are some 
parts, being neglected for years. Despite the part which one of 
the owners reconstructed, there are some new functions, as rent-
ing out. Th is running from its primary function brought it to an 
almost ruinous state, close to total disappearance and forgetting.

Th is work keeps photos and the most beautiful memories of my 
grandmather’s life. I aimed to make unique collection of their 
personal memories, a valuable record of her family, through the 
architecture, written and approched with the new proposal and 
design, carefully and with love.

Th is is not just a story about the hotel, which is nothing but          
ordinary building or rows of bricks. Th is is a story about the   
people who worked in it, lived and died, the story of the past, 
the present and the future time of one family and their descen-
dants. Th is is a story of nostalgia and memory. Understanding 
and  honoring the past, and saving somehow this beautiful story 
from the forgetting and disappearance. Hoping that Černý Kůň, 
as a witness of those times, will continue to be a symbol of family, 
love, togetherness and happiness, this work was created. 
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r e s i d e n c e  f o r  a r t i s t s 

Visualization / Restaurant garden back to original function Visualization / Th e pond, manager house and offi  ce, and sculpture studios 

Line of  movement through the open studios (exhibiton) time, the inner gallery 
extends its path to the yard
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Axonometry of the complex

First fl oor plan
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Outside:
1. garden restaurant
2. space for the market
3. pavilion for pianist
4. pond next to sculpture studio 
5. gazebo, rose pavilion
6. pavilion for the writter
7. garden
8. former structures remains, 
position for the new pavilions
9. ramp, gallery around the yard, 
connecting with the gallery of the 
hall
10. parking lots

L E G E N D  /  F I R S T  F L O O R :

Entrances:
1. from the porch
2. from the yard

Legend:
1. common space
2. toilets
3. room type L:  3 beds
4. room type D:  kitchen+3 beds
5. room type S: studio+room, 
varies (two+1 beds)
6. studio, individual
7. studio, common
8. storage
9. communication, elevator
10. storage
11. gallery
12. accommodation of manager

Surrounding buildings

Changes I want to make

Grass 

Forest

Tennis court

L E G E N D  /  G R O U N D  F L O O R : 

Entrances:
1. from the street to yard
2. passage to the garden
3. to a tap-room/restaurant
4. to reception and club-room
5. to the hall
6. to the restaurant yard
7. for artists, to the studio

Legend:
1. tap-room
2. kitchen
a food preparation
b meat preparation
c fruits and vegetables
d  freezer storage
4. restaurant
5. elevator 
6. storage
7. communication 
8. veranda
9. reception and club-room
10. storage
11. multifunctional hall
12. stage
13. room for performers and 
preparation for a stage
14. storage
15. toilets
16. room type O, one bed
17. passage to the garden
18. room type A: double bed
19.  communication
20. room for cleaning 
21. temporary waste disposal
22. toilets
23. changing room for staff 
24. manager of hotel offi  ce
25. sculpture studio
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Th e hotel was the meeting spot for many artists, oft en the guests were students and young people. Over time, the hotel became a periodic 
home for many well known personalities. Rich and interesting history, full of various stories helped me during thinking of the concept that 
will again make this place live and full of joy, laugh and art, and at the same time respect its history and context, neighbourhood, environ-
ment. Th e idea is to create a residence that welcomes artists of all specialties and nationalities to Prague. To create a place made of ateliers and 
accommodation units, but also to create the place that will again be the meeting point of locals. Afordability and interaction between artist 
from diff erent countries, diff erent expiriences, interests, exchange of cultures. Interaction between locals and artists as well, organizing a lot 
of public events, supporting the art, but also thinking about cultural life in Hodkovičky.

Th e building used to be the hotel once, what’s making this procces of transformation easier, functionally not requiring big change. Logical 
thinking about revive the old functions, while thinking about new needs and demands, but having on mind future as well and fl exibility of 
whole complex. New functions inside will support the original ones. Th e restaurant as the meeting point will again be there. Because of the 
creating art, I devided area for accommodation from the studios. Rooms are mostly surrounding the small yard, with the good orientation 
and their own entrance to the complex. Th ere are 5 types of rooms. Each of them is diff erent and inspired by one of Beta’s children, because 
each of them has unique character and life story, that I want to tell to visitors. 

Th ere are two types of studios. Dancing hall, gallery, yard can be used as studios, workshop and exhibition space, as well. In the yard, there 
are several parts, diff ering in mood and contains. Returning again  the garden restaurant under the chestnuts, having the free space for the 
market and other events for the locals. Also considering former pond (sculptures garden), garden full of roses and vegetables, traditional 
gazebos (gazebo and writter pavilion), the central part for the orchestra (piano pavilion), cozy and warm area open for public, each of these 
segments inspired these parts of the yard. Th ere are also remains of old structures, marking the position of the future pavilions.
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Visualization / Room type A / double bed Visualization / Room type L / three beds

Visualization / Room type O / single bed Visualization / Reception, lobby and entrance for the dancing hall

Visualization / Restaurant Visualization / Multifunctional hall

Visualization / Common atelier Visualization / Individual atelier


